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Climate Healers Groups  
Handbook 

 
Compassion For All Life Is Infinitely Sustainable.  

-Climate Healers Core Guiding Principle 
 

“Our vision is an eco-centric, life-enriching global culture of  
normalized nonviolence.” -Dr. Sailesh Rao, Founder and Executive  

Director of Climate Healers 
 

Goal of Climate Healers Groups: A Vegan World by 2026, defined by at least half of the 
people from industrialized nations self-describing as Vegan. 

 
Overview of Climate Healers 

 
Climate Healers is an organization which implements system level solutions to enable a             
directed, focused, grassroots social movement that will mitigate and reverse climate           
change, while regenerating life. Our mission is to create an inclusive global community,             
nurturing and accelerating a shift in human behavior towards a balanced, regenerative            
presence on Earth for all life. Climate Healers has a holistic approach and is working               
toward creating a thriving vegan culture with a focus on compassion, health, radical             
unity, a mindset of abundance; and is also developing a new currency, involving a              
service-based economy, called Aquarius. For more information on Climate Healers,          
please visit http://www.climatehealers.org/ . 

Climate Healers has multiple current projects, including, but not limited to:  

*The Sacred Lifeline Project, with a mission of creating safe living spaces as             
experiential education and research centers (Imaginal Cell Academies) where such a           
culture can flourish, where we integrate human economy with natural ecology, creating            
and cultivating thriving, regenerative, nonviolent systems of joyful living, founded on           
compassion for all life. 

http://www.climatehealers.org/sacred-lifeline 

*Prevent year Zero, with a mission of preventing Year Zero, in which virtually 100% of               
wild animals (vertebrates) are predicted to go extinct, which, at the current rate is set to                
occur in 2026. 

https://www.preventyearzero.org/ 
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*Vegan World 2026, which is an Open Source Standards Process, to answer the             
question ‘HOW’ to achieve a Vegan World by 2026. We want to achieve a Vegan World                
by 2026 to Prevent Year Zero, among other things. Climate Healers will hold a Vegan               
World 2026 Conference in Mesa, AZ, in October, 2019. 

https://www.veganworld2026.org/   
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Overview of Climate Healers Groups (CHG) 

 

Climate Healers Groups exist to educate the public about the seriousness of the current              
climate and environmental dilemma that we are facing, the toll our current behaviors are              
having on human health, the ethical concerns with having a culture of normalized             
violence and, importantly, inspire personal change to directly address these issues. We            
do this through education, which we achieve primarily by hosting film screenings and by              
directing people to the Climate Healers website, through outreach.  

We are creating a network of local Climate Healers Groups around the globe. The first               
Climate Healers Group was founded in June, 2019. The mission of the Climate Healers              
Groups is to create a vegan world as quickly as possible, which is fundamental for the                
radical transformation of humanity from the current system of normalized violence and            
environmental destruction to a non-violent, compassionate, caretaker,       
thermostat-species of the Earth. 

Climate Healers Groups host free documentary film screenings and also webinars           
created by Dr. Rao, as a means of education, in public venues, on a fairly regular basis.                 
The CHG organizer(s) schedule the screenings, and all other group members then help             
to invite as many people as possible. We hope that they are then inspired to invite their                 
veg-curious friends and family to our screenings, and so on, creating a chain reaction.              
In addition to film screenings, CHG’s may participate in other non-violent actions and             
education programs and events related to climate change, the environment, veganism,           
animal rights, health, etc. All Climate Healers Groups are organized by volunteers who             
subscribe to a vegan ethic and live a vegan lifestyle. When acting on behalf of Climate                
Healers, Climate Healers Group Organizers strive to protect and strengthen Climate           
Healers’ reputation at all times, including being compassionate and respectful toward           
everyone, everywhere, including online and in person. 

We hope that you will come to agree that veganism is essential for Climate Healing and                
that merely following a plant based diet is literally not “Climate Healing.” This is              
because continuting to use animal products for clothing and other products and            
continuing to use animal tested products, etc, still creates a demand for animal             
products, animal testing, etc. and we aim to end the demand for animal products. As               
Climate Healers, we seek to abolish the use of animals used for any purpose, because               
using animals for human purposes is unethical, environmentally unsustainable and          
disease promoting. Additionally, the Core Guiding Principle of Climate Healers is           
“Compassion for all life is infinitely sustainable,” and merely abstaining from eating            
animal products is not practicing “Compassion for all life,” and as Certified Climate             
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Healers, we walk the walk, we don’t just talk the talk, so to speak. We hope that you                  
can appreciate and rally behind Climate Healers’ holistic approach.   

Climate Healers Groups have elected to use free documentary film screenings as our             
primary means of education, for several reasons. Mainstream media is probably not            
going to be showing these important films any time soon, and we would like to create a                 
system of regular film screenings in our communities, so that they become known to              
occur on a fairly regular basis. This may have several desirable outcomes. First, it will               
increase the number of people seeing important feature-length films, which, according           
to the 2019 VOMAD study, makes people go vegan more often than any other single               
thing 
(https://vomadlife.com/blogs/news/why-people-go-vegan-2019-global-survey-results). 
Second, it can help to strengthen the vegan community, as vegans regularly attend the              
screenings. Third, it can help vegans be able to share the vegan message with their               
veg-curious friends and family in a way that they may be more open to than personal                
conversations, since the films are kind of like a third party. Fourth, it may normalize the                
films and the critical information they share. As we screen films repeatedly in a public               
place, they may come to be expected and seen as part of our culture, as normal,                
especially because they will be seen in a public place. Fifth, some people may come to                
see these films at a public screening, even if they would never consider watching them               
in another way, such as at home. Sixth, vegans may be more likely to recommend               
films that they have personally seen, to others. 

We have multiple audiences we are trying to reach and inform, through our fb page               
shares and especially our film screenings and other events. We aim to reach all the               
vegans, especially to get them on board with the 2026 deadline, or “lifeline,” we are               
striving for, to achieve a Vegan World. We also aim to inform the vegans of the severity                 
of the environmental and climate issues we face, and inform them about Year Zero,              
which they may not be aware of, in hopes that they will decide to join us in our mission                   
to create a Vegan World by 2026. We also aim to reach the environmental and climate                
activists, to inform them about why veganism is imperative. We also aim to reach              
people of faith, who may not yet have included all animals into their circle of               
compassion. And we aim to educate everyone else, who is not yet vegan, nor              
environmental or climate activists. Many people have not yet gone vegan because they             
may feel that they can’t make a difference. Many vegans may feel that they don’t need                
to try to get others to be vegan or that they can’t make a difference in attempting to do                   
so, and so they are not active. We strive to show that veganism is imperative and how                 
exactly we can all work together to create a Vegan World by 2026. Why do we think we                  
can achieve a vegan world by 2026? Dr. Rao has created a video that answers this                
question, you can watch it here, if you like:         
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv2JJgj48MM. In order to reach the vegans and        
environmental and climate activists, we can to try to be at the events where they may be                 
and we can to try to go live at these events, so others can then see the shares online.                   
So, we want to be at the VegFests, the Earth Day events, the Climate Strike events, etc.                 
We also want to reach college students, with our message about veganism and also              
with our message about Climate Healers, as this age group is often receptive to the               
message. We want to be there with CH t-shirts, banners, flags, info tables, info cards,               
etc, when possible. VegFund exists to help us with the costs associated with             
purchasing these types of vital materials. In essence, we would like to make CH a               
household name, so that others can find the education and inspiration on the CH site, to                
join us. These are all just possibilites, CHG organizers are not obligated to do any of                
this.  

If you believe in our mission and would like to help us accelerate the shift to a vegan                  
world, and there is not a Climate Healers Group in your community for you to join, we                 
invite you to consider starting a CHG. Or, if there is a CHG in your area, perhaps you                  
would like to consider becoming  a co-organizer.   
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How Climate Healers Groups Are Formed: Broad Context 

 

Due to the nature of what Climate Healers Groups do, educating the public, it is               
important that we, as Climate Healers and CHG organizers, have a strong            
understanding of the issues we present and the solutions that are necessary to allow us               
to transform from a Predator Species (Homo Sapiens) to a Caretaker Species (Homo             
Ahimsa).  

Starting and organizing or co-organizing a Climate Healers Group involves          
becoming a Certified Climate Healer, through Climate Healers. To become a           
Certified Climate Healer, one must either satisfactorily complete a CHG Online           
Certification Program or attend and satisfactorily complete a CHG Certification          
Seminar. Requirements for completing the CHG Online Certification Program and          
the CHG Certification Seminar are the same, please see pages 22 of this             
Handbook (saved as a separate document), for details. The requirements include           
watching the four Climate Healers Documentaries (The Human Experiment; What          
The Health; Cowspiracy; and A Prayer For Compassion) and also watching the            
full cycle of all seven webinars, by Dr. Rao, titled How Not To Go Extinct and                
participating in a discussion around all of the films and webinars, with Dr. Rao              
and current CHG organizers, via Zoom video meeting(s). Participating in and           
completing CHG Training, whether that be via the CHG Online Certification Program or             
a CHG Certification Seminar, does not obligate anyone to start and organize or             
co-organize a Climate Healers Group.  

CH is proud to offer a CHG Online Certification Program (also referred to as CHG               
Training), to certify people as Certified Climate Healers, which is a prerequisite to             
starting and organizing or co-organizing a CHG. To begin the CHG Online Certification             
Process, one needs to email chgroups@climatehealers.org expressing his or her desire           
to proceed with the CH training. Once the individual has been approved into             
Basecamp, by an administrator, that individual may begin the CHG Online Certification            
Process by watching the 4 films and 7 webinars on their own, online. The 4 required                
films can be located and watched in Basecamp. Please note, CHG Training            
participants who are approved by a CH Admin., are able to watch the 3 films:               
What the Health, Cowspiracy and A Prayer For Compassion in Basecamp without            
going through VegFund, for Certification Process viewing or Certification         
Seminar viewing only, from Basecamp. All public screenings of these three films            
(not for Certification purposes) are to go through VegFund for licensing fees for             
paying the non-profits who own them. So, if you screen those three films publicly              
(What The Health, Cowspiracy or APFC/A Prayer For Compassion), you can           
screen them from the doc file in Basecamp, but you must go through VegFund,              
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for licensing, beforehand. The contact at VegFund, for screening is Leah Gage            
(leah@vegfund.org). There are Grant Guidelines for film screening grants, which must           
be followed, which can be found here: https://vegfund.org/grant/innovative-outreach        
The Human Experiment is the only documentary film that is allowed to be screened              
publicly from Basecamp, without going through VegFund. Currently, to screen A Prayer            
For Compassion, you do not need to directly go through VegFund, all you need to do is                 
go through Thomas Wade Jackson, due to a special grant awarded for APFC, which              
allows anyone, anywhere in the world to screen APFC for free. If you have questions                
about these specifics, please ask them in Basecamp, if you have questions about             
Grants or Grant Guidelines, please contact Leah, with VegFund. The webinars can be             
located and viewed at http://www.climatehealers.org/webinar. Webinars may be        
screened publicly, directly from the CH website, and do not need to involve VegFund.              
After sufficient time has been given to CHG Training participants to watch the films and               
videos, the discussions around them will occur via Zoom meeting(s), which will be             
scheduled and announced in Basecamp. 

In addition to the CHG Online Certification Program, CHG’s will begin holding CHG             
Certification Seminars, at some point, when there are more CHG’s around the globe, or              
any time they are ready and have interested parties to participate. While all CHG              
Certification Seminars will implement the same process for certification, the timeframe           
in which the screenings and discussions are scheduled is at the discretion of the CHG               
holding the Certification Seminar. For example, some CHG’s may elect to hold their             
seminars over a weekend-long session, while others may choose to spread their            
sessions out over a more extended period of time, up to around two months, for               
example. Dates and locations of the CHG Certification Seminars are to be determined             
by the CHG Certification Seminar Organizer(s). We strive to achieve a group formation              
process that is organic and decentralized, while maintaining integrity. Anyone who           
becomes a Certified Climate Healer and forms a Climate Healers Group should then be              
able to organize such certification seminars in their circle. CHG’s may conduct CHG             
Certification Seminars, several times per year. CHG Organizers need to list on their             
CHG fb page, when and where their CHG Certification Seminar will be held, once it is                
scheduled. Interested parties should be asked to register with the organizer ahead of             
time and pay any associated fees. There may be fees charged to attendees of CHG               
Certification Seminars, strictly to cover any costs associated with the seminars. Only            
vegan food is to be served at CHG Certification Seminars.  

After satisfactorily completing the entire CHG Online Certification Program or CHG           
Certification Seminar and meeting other criteria (which you can find on the Checklist for              
CHG Training in this Handbook--but saved as a separate document online) and            
understanding, and deciding to implement, the holistic approach of Climate Healers, you            
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may be considered to become a Certified Climate Healer, by a CHG Admin at              
chgroups@climatehealers.org, and would then be granted permission to start your own           
CHG.  

All Climate Healers Groups work directly with Dr. Sailesh Rao, of Climate Healers, and              
creator of the webinars and executive producer of the documentaries we use in the              
certification process.  Please see www.climatehealers.org for more information.  
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How Climate Healers Groups Are Formed: Specifics 

 

After you complete the CHG Online Certification Program or CHG Certification Seminar            
and become a Certified Climate Healer by Climate Healers, you may start your own              
CHG, by following the steps outlined below. 

 

1-You will need to create a personal facebook account, if you do not already have one,                
as CHG’s are organized through facebook.  

2-Please set up your Climate Healers Group page as a community page that can be               
“liked,” rather than a “group page,” which must be “joined.” 

3-Climate Healers Groups are named based on the city where the majority of your              
screenings will be held. For example, Climate Healers of Austin or Climate Healers of              
Miami, etc. Please name your group accordingly. University CHG’s are named Climate            
Healers of *University Name*, for example, Climate Healers of Yale. 

4-You will be given access to the online CHG Basecamp by an admin., when you               
express your desire to proceed with CH training, via email to           
chgroups@climatehealers.org. In Basecamp, you will find the Climate Healers logo,          
with the Earth and hands, in the Docs and Files section, to use for your CHG Profile                 
Picture, all CHG’s are required to use this logo, to maintain unity. For your CHG banner                
photo, you may use the photo from the 2018 Vegan World 2026 Conference, with              
people working, if you like, located in the same place as the logo. Or you may use                 
another appropriate photo of your choice, for your CHG banner photo. 

5-Please include the following description of your CHG on your About Page, as             
required, for unity: 

Climate Healers of __city name_ or _University_ is affiliated with Climate Healers            
(founded by Dr Sailesh Rao) an international organization working on transforming our            
relationship with our natural environment to create a healthy and thriving planet for all. 

6-Please create a pinned post, which explains what CH and CHG’s are about, feel free               
to browse and use what you would like from other CHG’s pinned posts (for example               
Climate Healers of Charlotte and Climate Healers of Pune), for inspiration, or create             
your own. If you would like to copy and paste a pinned post from a current CHG,                 
changing only the CHG name, you are welcome to do so. Whether or not you copy and                 
paste from an existing CHG pinned post or create your own, please start your pinned               
post with this paragraph, as required, taken from the Climate Healers website, for unity: 
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“Climate Healers is an organization which implements system level solutions to enable            
a directed, focused, grassroots social movement that will mitigate and reverse climate            
change, while regenerating life. Our mission is to create an inclusive global community,             
nurturing and accelerating a shift in human behavior towards a balanced, regenerative            
presence on Earth for all life.” 

7-Invite your fb friends to like your page, if you would like to. When you are ready, you                  
can start sharing relevant articles on your CHG fb page. Dr. Rao shares excellent              
articles on the Climate Healers fb page and the Vegan World 2026/Prevent Year Zero fb               
pages, as do existing CHGs, which you can then share, if you like. If you would like to                  
“like” the other existing CHG pages, we can spread this information more quickly, by              
sharing some of each other’s posts within our own circles. Please invite those who              
have “liked” your CHG page to share your CHG posts if they would like to, and be sure                  
your CHG page settings are set up so that they can do so.  

8-When you are ready, work out the details for your first film screening. Please read the                
VegFund site’s wonderful tips on film screening, at:        
https://vegfund.org/grant/film-screenings Please see the section titled: Film Screenings,        
for more details on screening films. Invite as many individuals and groups as possible.              
For groups, please consider inviting all of your local vegan, vegetarian and animal rights              
fb and MeetUp groups. You may also choose to invite church congregations;            
yoga/workout groups; meditation groups; environmental and climate groups, etc.  

9-Climate Healers does not provide any financial support for screenings or any other             
outreach that CHG’s do, and Climate Healers does not guarantee that anyone will             
receive a grant from VegFund. VegFund is a wonderful organization that exists to help              
us, as vegan activists, do what we want to do, by offering practical information and               
financial assistance for approved grants. https://vegfund.org/grants If you would like to,           
you are welcome to apply for a grant from VegFund, to cover VegFund-approved             
expenses you incur from your screening. VegFund has grants available for lots of             
different outreach activities, including film screenings, they will consider awarding up to            
$250 for a film screening. Activists can apply for a grant for the venue fee, if there is                  
one; literature fees, including the required Go Vegan info cards; poster fees; food             
sample fees; licensing fees, etc, please see the VegFund site for details. If you plan on                
applying for a grant, please consider finding out all of your costs before you apply for                
your grant. Think about every single thing you will need funding for and make a list of                 
those costs, before you apply. If you spend more than you are approved for, you will                
not be able to receive a grant for more money than you were originally approved for, so,                 
apply wisely by being prepared before applying.  

10-Decide if you would like to conduct a post-screening survey. These can be very              
helpful for finding the strengths and possible areas for improvement of your screening.             
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They can also help people consider if they would like to participate in Challenge 22, if                
you list that as a question on your survey. You can also find out how the attendees                 
heard about the screening (so you can know what was most effective in bringing people               
in); if the screening made them consider veganism; how many attendees were already             
vegan and how many were not, etc. In Basecamp, there is a sample survey that you                
are welcome to use, or you may choose to create your own. The survey in Basecamp                
fits two surveys on each piece of paper. They do not need to be printed in color.                 
Remember to have something for people to use to write with, if you conduct surveys,               
you can plan on having 30 pens. If you don’t have enough for all attendees, some                
people may have their own or can share when they finish. Be sure to collect the pens                 
when you are finished, so you can reuse them at future screenings.  

11-Decide if you would like to invite attendees up to the front of the room for a Group                  
Photo, after the screening. It’s wonderful to get together with the group who has just               
shared the powerful experience of the film together, for a photo. This photo can then be                
shared online, with your write-up. We like to pose this as a question, so no one feels                 
pressured to be in the photo. Feel free to say what you feel is appropriate. Here is an                  
example, “We would love to have a group photo, up here at the front, for anyone who                 
would like to be in it.” As people come to the front of the room, be ready or have                   
someone ready to tell everyone where you would like for them to stand and which way                
to face. Be sure you have someone ready to take the photo, if you do not have a tripod                   
and timer that you will be using. If you have a Q&A, it is also nice to take a photo of                     
that, too. If you plan on creating video footage to share on social media, please               
consider using a stabilizer, they are great at helping to prevent or minimize unwanted              
camera movement/shake. 

12-After you have screened your film, if you can, please share your best screening              
photos and a brief write-up on your CHG fb page and share it with the groups you                 
invited and made event pages for. This is a simple, yet very important step, as showing                
others what we do will help spread the vegan message faster, help more people join us,                
which will help spread the vegan message faster, etc. Please feel free to browse              
current CHG fb pages, for examples of screening photo sharing and write-ups, if you              
like, for inspiration. If you would like to also share your write up and photos in                
Basecamp, we would love to see them!  We are here to support you. 

13-Repeat.   
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Film Screening Tips 

We hope that you will find the following tips helpful, regarding the planning, execution              
and assessment of your film screenings.  

1-Please read the “How It Works” page for Film Screenings, on VegFund, here.             
https://vegfund.org/grant/film-screenings 

Even if you do not plan to apply for a grant, this page is very useful for film screening                   
organization. 

2-Please read the “Tips For Event Promotions” page for Film Screenings, on Vegfund,             
here, whether or not you plan on applying for a grant.           
https://vegfund.org/helpful-material/tips-for-event-promotion  

3-We suggest scheduling your film screening at least 4-5 weeks out. 

4-Decide on a venue for your screening. Libraries typically get a very low turnout,              
although, with hard work sharing and inviting, they can be very successful. It may be               
worthwhile to check with your local, reputable farm sanctuaries, to find out if they would               
be interested in allowing you to screen at their facilities. It is becoming more common               
now, for farm sanctuaries to have or be in the process of building, Education Pavilions,               
which can be great venues for screenings. VegFund has good information on screening             
venues, please read their suggestions. 

5-Sharing your event repeatedly is key in getting people to your screenings. We             
recommend sharing your screening event details and invitations at 4-5 weeks out, again             
at 3 weeks out, again at 2 weeks out, again at 1 week out and lastly, the day before                   
your event. 

6-It is helpful to make a list of the individuals and groups that you share with/invite, in                 
the beginning, so that you can revisit that list at subsequent sharing times, easily and               
quickly. Know that your first screening may be more time consuming than subsequent             
screenings, because it may be new to you and there are some things to learn, decide,                
find, and do, that will not need to be done at every screening. If available, consider                
including a link for the trailer, with all invites and reminders.  

7-If you decide to apply for a grant with VegFund, please visit their FAQ page.               
https://vegfund.org/grant/film-screenings If you have questions about VegFund grants,        
please ask VegFund your questions, via their website contact form, or contact Leah             
Gage, with VegFund, at leah@vegfund.org. 

8-All CHG’s will need to hand out or have available, the Go Vegan cards, at all film                 
screenings, for attendees. These cards can be purchased very inexpensively online.           
You may choose to use VistaPrint, where you may be able to print 500 cards for about                 
$22, or you may choose another company to order from. You can get the images for                
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the front and back of the cards on the page listed below, scroll down until you see, “The                  
Go Vegan Card,” in big, bold letters. The images for the cards are below that, in color.                 
You can upload the image onto your computer and then upload that file to the site of                 
your printer of choice. http://www.climatehealers.org/facts 

9-If you would like to have other free vegan literature, with a strong vegan message,               
available at your screening, you are welcome to do so, but it is not required (only the Go                  
Vegan card is required). You may also choose to print the tri-fold Climate Healers              
brochures to use, which can be located in the files section of Basecamp, although they               
can be costly to print, please feel free to ask in Basecamp if Dr. Rao has some he can                   
mail you, if you desire. You can choose which literature with a strong vegan message               
you would like to use, if you want to use any. Here are some examples of literature that                  
has a strong vegan message, that have been used by CHG’s, with success: 

Vegan Outreach: https://veganoutreach.org/order-form/ 

Why Vegan 

Fight Climate Change With Diet Change 

A Well-Fed World: https://awfw.org/handouts/ 

Issue: Global Hunger 

Issue: Global Warming 

Issue: Humane Facts 

 

10-If you would like to, you may consider reaching out to some local farm animal               
sanctuaries and asking if they would like to offer you any info cards and/or pamphlets to                
have available at your screenings.  Other CHG’s have done this with success. 

11-To determine which film you would like to screen first, it’s helpful to think about your                
community. It’s sometimes beneficial to screen films that build on the focus that our              
community has. If your community has a lot of Climate Strikers and Environmentalists             
that you may be able to get to come to a Cowspiracy screening, that may be a good                  
choice to start with. If your area has a lot of people of faith who are otherwise                 
compassionate people, but who have not yet included all animals into their circle of              
compassion, A Prayer For Compassion may be a good choice, etc. You can also              
screen films like Dr. Greger’s How Not To Die video. To screen Dr. Greger’s ‘How Not                
To Die,’ please visit the link below, as they can set you up with everything you will need,                  
for free: https://nutritionfacts.org/volunteer/screenings  

12-Consider finding out if you can have a live, Skype Q&A with anyone involved with the                
film. Thomas Wade Jackson, Director of A Prayer For Compassion, is traveling around             
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to some screenings. You can email him (his email address is on his film site) to see if                  
he’d be available to come to yours for a Q&A, and if he can’t, you can ask if he may be                     
available for a Skype Q&A. You can also check with Dr. Rao to see if he may be                  
available for a Skype Q&A, if you like. You can also hold a discussion or Q&A after the                  
film without having people associated with the film involved. If you choose to hold a               
discussion or Q&A, please see VegFund’s guide for this, at          
https://vegfund.org/wp-content/uploads/VF-PostFilmDiscussion-1.pdf. You may also    
choose to put together a panel of local activists to participate in the Q&A. Or, you can                 
screen the film, have the Go Vegan card available and not hold a discussion or Q&A.                
Planning on 30-60 minutes for a discussion or Q&A is a good idea. If you are screening                 
something health-focused, like the How Not To Die video, by Dr. Greger, we ask that               
you follow the suggested guidelines set forth by NutritionFacts.org, which is that you             
please not hold a Q&A, to avoid being asked medical or nutrition questions that you               
may not know the answer to. As recommended by NutritionFacts.org, referring to            
screening How Not To Die, if, at any time, you are asked medical or specific nutrition                
questions, please refer the person asking the question to www.nutritionfacts.org, or to            
one of Dr. Greger’s live, online Q&A’s, or you can tell them that they can ask their                 
question on the Nutrition Facts site, as a comment.  
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Climate Healers Groups FAQ 

Q-I have never screened a film and I don’t really have anyone to help me, can I do all of                    
this by myself?  
A-It is possible for a single person to plan and screen a film, however, having help is                 
helpful. Even if that help comes from someone else dimming the lights and turning              
them on, when you screen; pressing the Play button; and handing out the Go Vegan               
cards and greeting people, upon arrival. We suggest trying to find at least one person               
who can help you at the screening, even if you do everything else, planning-wise,              
yourself.  If you have lots of help, that’s excellent! 
 
Q-What if screening attendees ask if we can start meeting as a group after the               
screenings, at a vegan restaurant?  
A-If you would like to plan vegan meals after your screenings at vegan restaurants,              
that’s wonderful. If you do not wish to do that, it would be a good idea to know what                   
vegan potlucks and vegan social meetups exist in your area, so that you can kindly               
direct people looking for this kind of event to them, or someone can plan and you can                 
not attend if you don’t desire to.  
 
Q-Do I have to screen a film every single month? 
A-No. CHG’s do not have to screen any certain number of films, nor screen them with                
any certain frequency. Ideally, monthly screenings is what we aim for, but this is not               
always possible. 
 
Q: Can I screen films more often than once a month? 
A: Yes, you can screen films as often as you like. Please note, however, that if you are                  
going to be screening films that require a grant from VegFund, they will only consider               
grants for one film screening, per person, per month. But, if you want to screen every                
two weeks, for example, you could always screen some of the many free documentaries              
or videos, available on the CH site, at a free venue, for the times that you would not be                   
eligible for a grant. 
 
Q-Should I screen the same film repeatedly, or should I screen various films? 
A-There should be more than one film screened, over time. But it depends on your area                
and where you are screening. If you are able to screen a certain film that has a very                  
good impact, to different audiences, based on when and where you screen it, then it               
may make sense to screen it multiple times. For example, you may screen A Prayer               
For Compassion at a library, then at a church, then at another church. Of course,               
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screening different films will share different information and may bring different           
audiences, or inform the same audiences of a variety of issues.  
 
Q-How do we inspire vegans to invite non-vegans with them to our screenings? 
A-Food is one way, having food samples can be attractive to the veg-curious (and to               
vegans), if you would like to apply for a grant from VegFund, to cover your food costs,                 
you are welcome to do so. Certain food safety guidelines must be followed, you can               
find these on VegFund’s site, please read their food safety guidelines and follow them,              
whether or not you apply for a grant. VegFund also has excellent tips about types foods                
and how to prepare them, to be most effective. Also, framing it directly, that inviting our                
veg-curious friends, family and colleagues is activism, can be motivating. 
 
Q-Do I have to have a Q&A after the film? 
A-No, you do not. 
 
Q-Do I have to have a literature table? 
A-No, you do not, however, CHG’s do need to have available or hand out the Go Vegan                 
card, at every screening. 
 
Q-Where can I print the Go Vegan cards? 
A-You can have them printed wherever you like. Some CHG’s have had success             
printing them with VistaPrint, 500 cards may cost only about $22. 
 
Q-Does my screening have to be free? 
A-Yes. 
 
Q-Can I collect donations at my screening, for myself or a sanctuary or something? 
A-No, please do not solicit donations at CHG screenings. 
 
Q-How do I know how many people will come? 
A-Possibly fewer than half of the people who RSVP ‘Yes’ on fb will actually attend.               
There will not usually be more than 90 people, unless you have a very strong AR                
community.  Setting out 60 chairs should probably suffice, in most circumstances.  
 
Q-What should I say before the film starts and how long should I talk? 
A-You can say whatever you think is appropriate and speak for the length of time that                
you think is appropriate. Here is a suggestion, if you shared that the screening is at                
6pm, for example, you would wait until right about 6pm to start speaking. You can then                
introduce yourself and anyone else who you feel the need to introduce and state that               
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you are the organizer for Climate Healers of __city name__, and a little bit about what                
we do. You can thank everyone for coming and announce what film you will be               
watching. If you are screening a film that has any graphic imagery, please announce              
this before the film starts. You can talk a bit about Climate Healers, if you like. Please                 
be sure to mention where any literature is located and encourage people to browse the               
literature table, if you have one, and to take what they like. You can also tell the                 
audience how to find your CHG on facebook.  All of this will take about 5-10 minutes. 
 
Q-What kinds of questions should I ask, if I’m doing a Q&A? What if someone is                
dominating the speaking time? 
A-Please see VegFund for this, they have some great recommendations for both of             
these questions. 
 
Q-Can I to do a group photo after my screening? 
A-Yes, you can definitely take a group photo afterwards. It’s a wonderful thing to post               
on fb, with your write-up, but not required. 
 
Q-How do I get people in place for a group photo? 
A-You can announce, “We would love to do a group photo, with anyone who would like                
to be in one! If you would like to be in our group photo, please head up to the front of                     
the room, here, beside me (or wherever you would like them to go).” Then you can                
direct people to stand in lines (or however you want them to be), facing the way that you                  
need. Make sure you have someone ready to take the photo, if you won’t be using a                 
tripod and timer. 
 
Q: What exactly do I have to do, licensing-wise, to screen a film? 
A: It depends on which film you intend on screening. For The Human Experiment, you               
can just screen that from Basecamp, without doing anything else. For What The Health,              
Cowspiracy and A Prayer For Compassion, please go through VegFund, as they should             
cover the licensing fees (one current exception to this rule of us needing to go through                
VegFund for licensing fee grants for APFC, for which, we can just go through Thomas               
Wade Jackson, the Director, due to a special grant from VegFund, meaning that it can               
be handled without us going through VegFund, as per Thomas Wade Jackson). The             
contact at VegFund, for screening is Leah Gage (leah@vegfund.org). There are the            
Grant Guidelines, which must be followed, which can be found here:           
https://vegfund.org/grant/innovative-outreach For all documentaries or videos that are        
listed on the CH site under “Free Documentaries” and “Other films and videos,” as far               
as we can tell, we should all be able to screen those from from YouTube for free public                  
viewing (without doing anything for licensing or getting any permission from anyone). 
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Q: I heard Dr. Rao invented the internet, is that true?  
A: No, specifically, Dr. Rao was only responsible for the transition from analog internet              
connections to digital versions that were more robust and ran 10x faster. Should this              
ever come up in conversation and you can’t remember the specifics, “Dr. Rao is one of                
the original engineers of the Internet,” is an acceptable thing to say.  
 
Q: People say they want to help me create a Vegan World by 2026, what can they do to                   
help? 
A: In addition to all of the usual vegan activism (you can recommend a stabilizer, for any                 
videotaping), you can invite them to invite people to your screenings; share posts that              
you share on your CHG page; and we can all help to share a couple of the critical facts,                   
as comments to posts, or in conversations, that most people do not know, when we see                
them come up on social media. For example, if, on a vegan fb page, it is stated that                  
Animal Agriculture is a leading cause of climate change, we can politely state as a               
comment that Animal Agriculture is THE leading cause of climate change, and include a              
link to Climate Healers main website. It is time that these individual critical facts              
become known to the masses.  
 
Q: What should I say to environmentalists and climate activists, who express doubt             
about Animal Agriculture’s role in our current environmental and climate situations? 
A: Please direct them to the Cowspiracy webinar, here:         
http://www.climatehealers.org/webinar 
 
Q: If we believe that we will achieve a vegan world by 2026, why should we still be                  
working to achieve it? 
A: We believe it is wise to use the belief that we will achieve a Vegan World by 2026 as                    
additional inspiration and motivation for our work to achieve it, not as a reason why we                
should stop working toward it. We should continue to work toward it for several              
reasons. The number one reason may well be that the sooner we achieve a Vegan               
World, the better for ALL life on this planet, and if we work toward it, we should achieve                  
it sooner than if we sit back and do nothing. Knowing that everything is aligning to help                 
us achieve this goal is icing on the vegan cake. 
 
Q: When you say that in order to start a CHG, I must become a Certified Climate                 
Healer, and in order to do that, I must subscribe to a vegan ethic and live a vegan                  
lifestyle, what exactly does that mean?  
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A: To explore what it means to subscribe to a vegan ethic and live a vegan lifestyle,                 
here is a website that you can check, if you are confused.            
https://www.animal-ethics.org/veganism/. A vegan lifestyle is much more than simply         
eating a plant-based diet. Going vegan must be a choice that must be made by an                
individual. No one is going to force anyone to go vegan, and should never try to do that.                  
If you do not currently subscribe to a vegan ethic and are not currently vegan, but you                 
decide for yourself that you would like to do that, then you would then be eligible to                 
become a Certified Climate Healer, with Climate Healers. The choice is completely up             
to you, and only you, whether or not you live a vegan lifestyle.  
 
Q: I am not vegan, but I want to go vegan, how do I make the change, food-wise? 
A: There are many sources of information to help people go vegan.            
https://challenge22.com/?group=373 offers 22 days of free help, for example. Some          
people go vegan overnight, others go vegan gradually over a period of time, with the               
end goal being completely vegan. An example of going gradually would be, for             
example, week 1, changing breakfast meals over to vegan; week 2, adding lunch meals              
over to vegan; week 3, adding dinner meals and snacks over to vegan, which means               
that at the end of the 3 weeks, every meal is vegan. There are plenty of “vegan                 
you-tubers,” however, unless the vegan you-tuber is Dr. Michael Greger or another            
vegan or plant-based Dr, it’s best to stick with getting nutrition advice from the people               
who know about nutrition...like Dr. Michael Greger, who runs the free website and             
non-profit, https://nutritionfacts.org/. A WFPB/Whole Food Plant-Based diet is the         
healthiest diet, and can largely prevent and reverse 14 of our top 15 leading killers,               
including our number one killer, heart disease, says Dr. Greger. Please see Nutrition             
Facts and the Dr. Greger’s Daily Dozen, for information on the best foods to eat and                
supplement information. Dr. Greger has a great cookbook, called the How Not To Die              
Cookbook, and he also has recipes available for free on his website. Many people find               
it helpful to use cookbooks and/or look up vegan versions of their favorite recipes              
online.  
 
Q: I’m vegan already, what else can I do to help the Earth and all life on it? 
A: Please consider your purchases wisely, most things that are created and purchased             
are not really necessary and our culture of consumption needs to be seriously             
reconsidered. Additionally, please consider wildlife in your area. There are some           
simple things that we can do that can help wildlife: Food, Water, Cover, Places to raise                
young, Sustainable Practices. Please see https://www.nwf.org/garden-for-wildlife/certify      
for specifics, from there, you can click on each element for details. Also, please              
remember that we need to take care of ourselves, we need to eat well, get plenty of                 
rest, exercise, and many of us find meditation helpful. www.nutritionfacts.org has           
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excellent info on food, exercise and sleep and info on meditation can be found by               
google search. 
 
Q: What if I have not finished my required film and webinar viewing by the time my                 
Zoom discussion meeting is scheduled?  
A: If you will not complete the required film and webinar viewing by your Zoom meeting,                
you will need to wait until another Zoom meeting is scheduled and participate only after               
you have finished your requirements.  
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